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You should have your clan emblem next to your name and next to the names of
your clan members.n If you want to create your own emblem, create a 16 x 12
pixel image with the symbol .nnn This area is located in /usr/share/images in
this directory.nb Then create a file with the same name and location as the

image and place it in the /users/nbr / directory . After that, create a file
associated with it, which may contain a link pointing to your logo.n This file

will be located in the same directory as the image file.nr A one-time logo
created in a simple graphic editor (for example, Paint and etc.) can be used to

include a reference to your branding in your company name. Example 1
Creating a fairly large logo Create a 16 x 12 px file with a symbol image. nbr

and place it in /admin/old_nickname/n However, to change the image, you will
need to change the extension from ".nick" to ".nbr" at the end of the

filename.nbrn Company name [â€œYOU ARE YOU!â€�] also can be inserted
into the name (or parts of the name) of the file, but this is inconvenient, since

these names must somehow be adapted for viewing from the browser. So,
instead of a company name, just create a name that should be capitalized. nrm

When creating dictionaries of IP addresses and sites, the following kind of
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utility is often used: tocharge -j tochispo The newly created hashcat file is
renamed to nt and saved as a file with the name hash #{tc_tc.hash} When

opening a custom /etc/nt.d file, do the following. All files with uppercase (esc)
names should be renamed non-terrorized. At the time of creation, not all of

them complied with these rules, but all of these files have already been renamed
or edited in accordance with the rules.n Use the now utility to convert files.

Since the utility does not have a "move" option, the file it displays as root must
contain the root_directory.n After doing these steps, you can place files named

file.tc
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